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Abstract
This paper describes a new hair representation technique for drawing 3D CG characters. In our approach hair models are represented by skeleton-based implicit surfaces. Implicit modeling allows representing union and division of wisps of hair by using a blobby model. Our method gets hair skeletons as input data. The skeleton is interpolated using a spline function and then implicit surface of hair shape is generated by the skeleton. And ray marching method is used to compute intersection of ray and surface of hair implicit function. Finally, non-photorealistic rendering is applied to generate resulting image as output. In our approach hair skeletons are created by operating GUI skeleton editor or tracking hand motion using depth camera. This system allows the artist to create skeleton with the help of intuitive operations. Physically-based animation of the hair model is also proposed. In our approach, spring-mass model is used to animate a solid hair shape.

1 Introduction
In Japanese cartoon animations, pictures are drawn usually by an artist. But nowadays we can see increasing interest in combining 3D CG characters and hand-drawn characters to make action-packed scene, for example, a battle or dance scene. In such an approach, 3D CG characters mimic hand-drawn characters.

A true real-time animation of animated characters with complex hairstyles was discussed in many papers. Early work on computer generated hair is by Kajiva and Kay [5].

In [16] authors mark that because the difficult, often unsolved problems that arise in this area, a broad diversity of approaches is used, each with strengths that make it appropriate for particular applications. For more references see also a good overview [14].

According to Anime News Network, the artwork in Anime is based primarily on manga, which is a comic book style that became popular in Japan following World War II. Seems, Anime hair modeling is more difficult problem than true real-time animation of animated characters because of the problem of a formal definition of Japanese style of hair drawing in cartoon animation. For example, Anime hair comes in bright unnatural colors. Anime is a type of Japanese animation that is characterized by its highly stylistic and sometimes even unrealistic visual imagery.

Unlike Anime hair modelling and rendering for true real-time animation of complex hairstyles involves the task of dealing with high-density hair strands and is often based on using mechanical models. There are no room to overview papers related to true real-time animation of complex hairstyles, let us only point out existing approaches, which, in principle, can be used and some of them are used for 3D Anime: spring-mass, dynamic continuum, loosely connected particles, NURBS surface shell models.

It is necessary to note that a few publications related to the problem of Anime hair drawing are available. Most Anime art styles derive from a few influential manga artists. Creating good looking hair by hand for Anime remains a tedious task. In this paper, we focus on hair modeling of 3D CG characters. Traditionally, characters' hairs are made by polygonal models or by using parametric surface representation. Nevertheless, polygonal models are static and there are motion limitations. These models cannot represent union and division of wisps of hair shown in hand-drawn animations, see Fig. 1. Thus, flexible hair models allowing attaining hand-drawn expressions are needed. Traditional art is a rich source of inspiration for artistic hair or cartooning. In a particular, in this paper we are trying to mimic Japanese dark angel like style drawing.

Figure 1. Example of hair transformation in hand-drawn animation.

2 Related Works
Research related to Anime like hair modeling and non-photorealistic rendering seems is less successful than photorealistic hair modeling.

Noble and Tang [8] use NURBS surfaces generated from key hair curves. In this method, the primary shape and motion of the hair is defined by an animated NURBS volume. The basic flat shading style with a two-tone approach is used to highlight the hair clumps and the hairs' natural tendency to stick together. In [7, 6], polygonal hair shapes are generated by strokesotten from simple sketch drawn by the user.

Paper [12] describes a new hair rendering technique for Anime characters. Hair shapes are represented by using particles. Most of the rendering steps are performed on the GPU. Using the rendering order of the hair strands and the reference image, a simplified silhouette of the hair strands is calculated by applying a Sobel edge detection filter on the reference texture.

In [2], a procedural technique to generate different kinds of hair strands with strands positioning on the head is used. Sugisaki et al. in [13] use a high-quality two-dimensional cell image of the animated character and roughly sketched images of the character's hairstyles.

Paper [3] presents a system which provides a set of tools to facilitate the positioning of the generated hair over the hand-drawn hair. System includes 4 steps required to produce
cartoonish hair: a preliminary picture drawn by the artist is required in order to fit digitized hair; some parametrically defined patches are positioned over the hand-drawn hair in 2D; some pseudo-lights are then positioned to get the proper highlights; finally, the planar look of the positioned patches can be broken using a depth perturbation technique.

3 Proposed approach
In our technique, hair is represented by skeleton-based implicit surfaces and non-photorealistic rendering is used for visualization [9, 10]. Drawing production pipeline includes following steps:

- Input hair skeleton.
- Interpolation of skeleton using a spline function.
- Generate hair shape using the implicit surface.
- Render hair shape by applying a non-photorealistic shading.

For creating hair skeletons we propose graphical user interface to edit skeletons. By using our GUI, artists can create hair skeletons using fingers motion. Physically-based animation of hair wisps is implemented.

4 Skeleton-based Modeling
Our goal is to simplify the artist’s work on the hair creation. To achieve this, we represent hair strands with implicit surfaces [1]. Implicit surface is a surface defined by those points that satisfy \( f(x) = c \), see equation (1), for some constant \( c \), where \( f(x) \) is a function of several variables. In our approach, the implicit surface is represented by a blobby-like model. Blobby model is a commonly used model. Blobby model allows representing split and fusion of objects easily. Thus we use blobby model for representing hair shapes. The blobby model represents objects by isosurface of a density field built from summation of local density functions of primitives (2).

\[
f(x) - C = 0 \quad (C \neq 0) \\
f(x) = \sum_p f_p(x),
\]

where \( f_p \) is a local function of \( p \) primitive.

4.1 Hair Skeleton
The surface is generated from set of strokes (hair skeletons) produced by the artist. The hair skeleton enables the creation a character’s hair style. Each hair skeleton represents each single wisp of hair, see Fig. 2. Each node of a skeleton has effective weight and radius of influence as shown in Fig. 3. These parameters are assigned by the user and used for deciding width of wisp and extent of blending.

4.2 Interpolation of Skeletons
Skeletons are interpolated using the cubic spline function in order to attain smoothed hair shape as it shown in Fig. 4. We suppose that the ordinate are given by the user approximately and the cubic spline function is used for interpolating the hand-drawn hair or \( N \) data points smoothly. The spline passes through each data point forming a smooth function \( S_j(t_j) \), were local functions of each interval are defined by (3), \( j = 0 \ldots N - 1 \). In function (3), \( t_j \) is defined by (4) and parameters \( a_j, b_j, c_j, \) and \( d_j \) are defined in conformity with constrains (5), (6), and (7).

\[
S_j(t_j) = a_j t_j^3 + b_j t_j^2 + c_j t_j + d_j \quad (0 \leq t_j \leq 1) \\
t_j = t - j (j = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 2) \\
S_j^1(1) = S_{j+1}^1(0) \\
S_j^2(1) = S_{j+1}^2(0) \\
S_j^3(0) = S_{N-2}^3(1) = 0
\]

Figure 3. Parameters of skeletons. \( r_c \): radius of influence, \( w_c \): effective weight.

4.3 Hair Shape Function
The hair shape which is the isosurface of a density function is modeled using the blobby primitives. Blobby modeling has a feature that blobby shapes placed close to one another can be blended together. The isosurface represents points of a constant value of the function (8) and this function is defined by the difference between a threshold and summation of density functions of each edge. The density function used in the paper is Gaussian like function approximated by the quadratic function (9). Density decays with increasing distance between a point and an edge of a skeleton as it shown in Fig. 5.

\[
f_{\text{surface}}(v) = \sum_{e \in S} f_{\text{density}} \left( \frac{D_e(v)}{r_e} \right) w_e - r_{\text{threshold}} \\
f_{\text{density}}(x) = \begin{cases} 
0 & (1 < x) \\
\frac{1}{2} (1 - x)^2 & \left( \frac{1}{2} < x \leq 1 \right) \\
1 - 3x^2 & (x \leq \frac{1}{2})
\end{cases}
\]

where \( D_e \) is distance between the edge and point, \( r_e \) is radius of influence, \( w_e \) is weight value and, \( S \) is a set of edges of a skeleton.

---

Figure 2. Example of 3D hair skeletons.

Figure 4. Spline interpolation.
5 Non-photorealistic Rendering

Hair models represented by implicit surfaces are rendered using ray marching algorithm. Ray marching algorithm is a kind of ray tracing technique, where calculating ray/surface intersection is produced numerically.

5.1 Calculating the Shape Function

To calculate the density function of the skeleton, the distance between a point of a ray and a point interpolated by the spline function in accordance to skeleton points has to be calculated. In this case, the function (10) of 6th degree must be minimized. We use numerical technique discussed in [15] that combines quadratic minimization and Newton’s method to find the distance.

\[
f(t) = (S_x(t) - v_x)^2 + (S_y(t) - v_y)^2 + (S_z(t) - v_z)^2,
\]

where \(S_x, S_y, S_z\) are components of the cubic spline function and \(v_x, v_y, v_z\) are coordinates of a ray point.

5.2 Bounding Volume

Ray marching algorithm is time-consuming to calculate ray/surface intersection. Using bounding volume, limiting ray range is needed to reduce searching time.

At first, cubic spline function is converted to cubic Bezier function. And bounding volume of each skeleton segment is made by convex envelope of Bezier curve. Segment of Bezier curve is defined by (11) with control points \(v_{j0}, v_{j1}, v_{j2}, v_{j3}\). To solve function (11) for \(t_j\), equation (12) is obtained.

\[
B_j(t_j) = t_j^3 v_{j3} + 3t_j^2 (1 - t_j) v_{j2} + 3t_j (1 - t_j)^2 v_{j1} + (1 - t_j)^3 v_{j0},
\]

\[
B_j(t_j) = (v_{j3} - 3v_{j2} + 3v_{j1} - v_{j0}) t_j^3 + (3v_{j2} - 6v_{j1} + 3v_{j0}) t_j^2 + (3v_{j1} - 3v_{j0}) t_j + v_{j0},
\]

Then parameters of spline function in equation (3) and bezier function (12) are used to define the equation (13). Control points \(v_{j0}, v_{j1}, v_{j2}, v_{j3}\) are obtained from equation (13).

\[
\begin{align*}
  v_{j3} - 3v_{j2} + 3v_{j1} - v_{j0} &= a_j, \\
  v_{j2} - 2v_{j1} + v_{j0} &= b_j, \\
  v_{j1} - v_{j0} &= c_j, \\
  v_{j0} &= d_j,
\end{align*}
\]

And axis-aligned bounding box of each edge segment of skeleton is created from control points of Bezier curve. Because Bezier curve control points have convex envelope, bounding box of the all skeleton is created by fitting control points.

5.3 Non-photorealistic Shading

In our technique, shading is done in cartoon style. This shading is based on typical toon shading by implementing non-photorealistic lighting technique where a color intensity is calculated at first and after that binary painting is applied. Shading is applied in a local coordinate system defined the head orientation of a character.

The specular intensity is calculated by using only latitude angular difference between normal vector and the direction of light. Process of shading consist of the following steps:

1. Normal vector and the light direction are converted into local coordinate system of the head.
2. Each 3D vector is converted into 2D vector including a latitudinal component, which is in accordance to \(Z\) axis (15), and a longitudinal component, which is projected onto local XY plane (16).
3. Dot product of 2D normal and light direction vectors defined in the step 2 defines the specular intensity (14).

Diffuse intensity is calculated in accordance to the longitude angular difference between the normal vector and the light direction (19) and the latitude angle of the normal (18). Diffuse intensity is defined by multiplication of the latitudinal component of the normal vector and the dot product of normal and light directions projected onto the local XY plane (17). These intensities are shown in Fig. 7.

Finally, color is defined using intensity and threshold parameters given by the user. The color is separated into specular and diffuse components (21, 22), after that each component is divided according to threshold parameters that allows forming a light and dark areas, and then 2 parts are mixed according to (20). An example of shading illustrating so called angel halo is shown in Fig. 8.

\[
\begin{align*}
  I_{\text{specular}} &= N_{\text{latitude}} I_{\text{latitude}} + N_{\text{longitudinal}} I_{\text{longitude}} \\
  I_{\text{latitude}} &= V \cdot E_z, \\
  I_{\text{longitude}} &= \sqrt{(V \cdot E_x)^2 + (V \cdot E_y)^2}, \\
  I_{\text{diffuse}} &= I_{\text{latitude}} I_{\text{longitude}}, \\
  I_{\text{latitude}} &= 0.5 (N_{\text{latitude}} + 1), \\
  I_{\text{longitude}} &= 0.5 \left( \frac{L \cdot E_z}{L} N \cdot E_z N \cdot E_z + \frac{L \cdot E_y}{L} N \cdot E_y N \cdot E_y + 1 \right),
\end{align*}
\]

where \(N\) is the normal vector, \(L\) is the normalized light direction, \(V\) is the vector \(N\) or \(L, E_x, E_y, E_z\) are components of the basis vector defined in the local coordinate system of the head.

Color \(C\) is defined as follows:

\[
C = C_{\text{specular}} + C_{\text{diffuse}}
\]

\[
C_{\text{specular}} = \begin{cases} 
C_{\text{specular}} (t_{\text{specular}} < t_{\text{specular}}) \\
0 (t_{\text{specular}} \leq t_{\text{specular}})
\end{cases}
\]

---

Figure 5. Skeleton-based hair shape.

Figure 6. Example of hair modeling using the density function (9).
Figure 7. Shaded and highlighted areas according to $I_{\text{specular}}$ (top left), $I_{\text{diffuse}}$ (top right), $I_{\text{longitude}}$ (bottom left), and $I_{\text{latitude}}$ (bottom right) values.

$$C_{\text{diffuse}} = \begin{cases} c_{\text{diffuse}} & (I_{\text{diffuse}} < I_{\text{diffuse}}) \\ c_{\text{shade}} & (I_{\text{diffuse}} \leq I_{\text{diffuse}}) \end{cases}$$

(22)

Where $t$ is threshold of intensity, $c$ is color.

Figure 8. Result of shading.

6 User Interface using Depth Camera

Our model cannot be made on existing 3DCG software without any extending. We propose a graphical user interface for creating hair skeletons. Screen capture of our system is shown in Fig. 9. The artist have to create or edit hundreds of skeleton nodes to define positions and parameters. It is tedious for designers. Thus we need a user interface allowing intuitive operations to create skeletons.

In our approach, hair skeleton for our model can be created by tracking finger motion using depth camera. Depth camera tracks 2 fingers and skeletons parameters depend on fingertips positions and distance between each fingertip.

2 fingertips are defined by 2 nearest convex (white areas shown in Fig. 9) areas of the image. Process of searching fingertips is as follows:

1. Search a point, which defines a pixel image position, closest to the camera.
2. Expand the area (one pixel area on the image) around the pixel found at step 1 at a time.
3. Terminate expanding of the area if relative depth of the point exceeds a given threshold or is becoming less than relative depth of outside points.
4. Define this area as the first fingertip area.

5. Search for another point which is the nearest one excluding the first fingertip area.
6. Expand the area around the point found in the step 5 as it has been done in steps 2-3.
7. Define this area as the second fingertip area.
8. Two fingertips are defined by the centers of corresponding areas.

Figure 9. Screen capture of our GUI. Left - skeleton editor. Right - preview of depth data detected by camera.

7 Physically-based Animation

In our approach, spring-mass model is implemented for hair animation. Spring-mass models are used for simulation of soft-body object, see [4] and references herein. Hair simulation is one of the soft-body simulations used spring-mass model, see [11].

In spring-mass model, soft-body objects are represented by mass points and springs connecting neighbor mass points. And solving motion equations for mass points, motion of object is calculated. In Fig. 10, struct of mass/spring connection in our method is shown. One skeleton node has one primary mass point and 8 sub mass points. The primary mass point is set same location of skeleton node. And sub mass points are set around the primary mass points distanced according to the blob radius which is the skeleton parameter. And mass points are connected by set of springs for restoring deformation.

Figure 10. Mass points connecting. A connection between one sub mass point and all neighbor points (top). Releasing connections for producing deformations (bottom).

Equation (23) shows force applied to the mass point $p$.

The flowchart of calculations is shown in Fig. 11. In our method, Runge-Kutta 4th order method is used for time integration.

$$f_p = \sum_{s \in S} k_s (l_s - l_{s,\text{natural}}) d_{s,p} + g m_p - c_{\text{damp}} v_p, \quad (23)$$

where $S$ defines a set of springs, $k_s$ is a spring constant of the
spring \( s \), \( l_s \) is the spring length, \( d_{s,p} \) is direction vector from \( p \) to the other side point of spring \( s \), \( g \) is gravity acceleration, \( m_p \) is mass of point \( p \), \( c_{damp} \) is damping coefficient, and \( v_p \) is velocity of \( p \).

1. Input skeleton and animation
2. Optimize initial spring length
3. Update spring length
4. Calculate force acting on mass points
5. Calculate velocity of mass points
6. Calculate location of mass points
7. Update time
8. Finish calculation

Figure 11. Flowchart of hair animation.

7.1 Optimization of natural spring length
Hair behavior is affected by gravity and hair shape is changed from shape defined by input skeleton even if head doesn’t move. But artists cannot design a hair skeleton in consideration of deformation by gravity. Thus hair shape should not deform from initial shape when any force without gravity doesn’t affect a hair. Therefore springs’ natural lengths are adjusted to balance between force from spring and gravity before starting simulation.

Balancing between force from spring and gravity means that we have satisfy the equation (24). To solve the equation (24) for \( l_{s,natural} \), we can get hair model that doesn’t change from default shape with gravity.

\[
f_p = \sum_{s \in S} k_s (l_{s,initial} - l_{s,natural}) d_{s,p} + gm_p = 0, \quad (24)
\]

where \( l_{s,initial} \) is initial length of spring \( s \), and \( l_{s,natural} \) is natural length balancing with gravity.

This system of equation has less linear equations than demanded unknown variables. Singular value decomposition to solve this system of equations is used.

8 Result
Our method allows representing hand like drawn transformations by only editing skeletons, see Fig. 12. We can see one thick hair wisp divided into a number of thin wisps. Using our method, producing such transformations do not require artists to modify the hair surface directly.

The hair model, non-photorealistic rendering, and animation are shown in Fig. 13. It illustrates simulation of hair motion such as shaking a character’s head from side to side. Hair flows are in concert with head motion. Then hair wisps divide and unite. Binary painting produces results resembling cartoon painting and allows creating a horizontal specular slat, so called angel halo.

9 Conclusion and Future Work
For non-photorealistic characters hair, a hair shape model based on the use of implicit surfaces, non-photorealistic hair shading, physically-based hair dynamics are proposed. Developed hair skeleton editor allows simplifying model design. We can say that the proposed technique produces reasonable visual results, that is, modeling hair wisps with skeletons has shown to be a powerful and promising approach.

Nevertheless, our system is still under development. Currently, a basic blobby function is used for representing hair shape. Normally, partings of hair wisps are sharp, as we can see in Fig. 1. But using the basic blobby function produces hair wisps blended smoothly including partings. Therefore we need to modify the function specialized for hair shape partings to reach hand drawn shape rendering.

In current realization of hair animation, a hair wisp moves independent of other wisps. There is no collision detection check between each hair wisps or between hair and characters’ body. We need to implement collision check processing hair wisps. In practice, hair wisps can intersect bounds of other wisps because hair wisps are blended with other wisps. But between hair and characters’ body, a hair wisp must not have intersections with a character body.

In current realization of our approach, each hair wisp moves separately. Thus, spread hair shape appearance becomes too different from artists designing. It’s preferable for hair to move loosely at the thick hair wisp level. In future, we need to take into consideration spring inter connection of wisps to realize solid hair to mimic artists’ hand drawing.

Non-photorealistic shading is still a problem with our system and must be extended and improved. In our approach, toon shading is applied, but only one style and it doesn’t guarantee reaching perfect such as hand-drawn expression results.
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Figure 13. Example of hair animation and rendering using our method.


